K. Rajeshwari and N.G. Kishore Kumar Reddy from IVth year presented at IEEE conference at USA

K. Rajeshwari and N.G. Kishore Kumar Reddy of the Department of IT presented a paper titled “Interactive Clothes based on IOT using NFC and Mobile Application” in an International conference called IEEE CCWC held at USA between 9th and 11th of January 2017.

Mukundaram Prem Kumar from IVth year, IT won the ‘Best Paper’ Award in the IEEE International Conference at Singapore

Mukundaram Prem Kumar of IV year, IT won the ‘Best Paper’ Award in the IEEE International Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Applications held at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.

Title: Demand based Blue Collared Job Allocation using Multiple Priorities and Heuristics

Abishek AG from IIIrd Year won the IET Academic Performance Award

Our Department Student Abishek Ag of III-IT-A was awarded with the IET Academic Performance Award for the Chennai Network by the IET Organization.
Netaji Nirmal from II\textsuperscript{rd} Year has placed 3\textsuperscript{rd} in BOSCH HACKATHON

Bosch hackathon 2016 which was held in Bangalore where over 908 teams all over India participated and shortlisted to 30 teams where we placed in 3\textsuperscript{rd} prize.

Ram Shankar from II\textsuperscript{nd} Year has Published an Article in NATGEO

Ram Shankar is a shutter sensation among the wildlife photographers. He has shot a choker of the older tigress in India and he was interviewed by Sandesh kadur which was selected by Nat Geo wild and it was published in NatGeo which was among 1500 entries.

Praveen Kumar M from III\textsuperscript{rd} Year won BEST ACTOR

The theatre fest conducted by well-known theatre Company Evam entertainment along with Stella maris for the Colleges in Tamil Nadu in which Easwari engineering college had won the runners up and also received the Best actor award by Praveen Kumar from 3rd year IT department and Jaidev from 2nd year E&I department of the same college.